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CHAPTER V

THE ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to: (1) identify the skills needed to be

effective in international marketing; (2) identify the level of importance of each of

these skills; (3) identify the degree to which these skills are present in

employees of exporting companies; and (4) describe the gap between the skills

these employees have and the skills they need.

Data were gathered from an expert panel to identify which skills are

needed for effective international marketing.  The initial list of skills, developed

through a review of the literature, was appended with skills recommended by the

panel.  Additional data were collected from the expert panel regarding the

degree of importance attached to each of the skills.  Ratings were collected

across an eight-point Likert scale.

Data were collected from active international marketing practitioners

regarding the degree to which employees possessed the identified skills, across

an eight-point Likert scale.  Data relative to degrees of possession were

compared across data relative to degrees of importance through the use of a

priority matrix.
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Data Analysis

Needed Skills

The first research question of this study related to the identification of the

skills needed to be effective in international marketing.  An extensive review of

the literature produced an initial list of twenty-four skills.  These skills were

placed into one of five skill categories: (1) planning and operational skills;

(2) pricing skills; (3) product skills; (4) distribution skills; or (5) promotion skills.

The first round of the expert panel Delphi survey was designed to clarify each of

the skills on the original list, as well as obtain additions to the skill list.  The skills

that were added to the list are bolded in table 2.

The survey resulted in a total of sixty-six skills having been identified as

necessary for effective international marketing.  Planning and operational skills

were expanded in number from the original fourteen to twenty, while the list of

pricing skills was expanded from three skills to twelve.  The number of product

skills increased from two to eleven, distribution skills went from three to eleven,

and promotion skills went from two to twelve.

Importance of Skills

The second research question of this study related to the identification of

the level of importance of each of the skills.  An expert panel, through three

rounds of Delphi surveys, attached importance ratings for each of the skills
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Table 2.  List of Necessary International Marketing Skills

No. Skill

Planning and Operational Skills

  1.       Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of your international marketing activities
  2.       Write and implement an international marketing plan
  3.       Assess fore ign market size and potential
  4.       Conduct a global competitive analysis
  5.       Utilize electronic/library information sources and computer applications
  6.       Develop insights concerning foreign customer buying/technical decision-making

behaviors
  7.       Assess international marketing training needs
  8.       Adapt to foreign business practices, cultural differences, and protocol
  9        Communicate clearly with others when English is not their first language
10. Speak a foreign language
11. Analyze market share within specific foreign territories
12. Assess foreign market legal environment implications
13. Analyze import/export government regulations (costs/risks)
14. Segment international markets
15. Distinguish between global and multinational market ing strategies
16. React to market opportunities qui cker than competitors
17. Plan overseas market visits/tours/itineraries
18. Analyze key facts regar ding political/economic/historic/cultural trends of a

country
19. Develop profit repatriation plans
20. Analyze human resources tasks and design appropriate organizational structure
 
 Pricing Skills

21. Evaluate and select international pricing strategies
22. Forecast profit contributions and revenue related to international markets
23. Evaluate and select appropriate international p ayment met hods (TT, L/C, D/A,

D/P, Open Account, Countertrade, Off-set)
24. Evaluate and select appropriate trade financing programs (EXIM, SBA, CEFO, credit

insurance)
25. Develop international quotations using a variety of INCOTERMS and foreign

currencies
26. Understand differences between f ull cost and in cremental cost
27. Analyze and manage "gray market" activity
28. Utilize the most effective transfer pricing p ractices
29. Negotiate effectively in a multicultural setting
30. Determine costs associated with overseas customs  duties and re gulations
31. Assess U.S. and fore ign tax incenti ves  (e.g., foreign sales corporations)
32. Identify and adjust for custo mer service costs
 
 Product Skills

33. Assess suitability of your products to foreign markets
34. Determine appropriateness of pr oduct adaptation versus standardizat ion (e.g.,

use local language on product p ackaging)
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Table 2—Continued

No. Skill

35. Analyze local brands and devise international branding strategies
36. Review var ious cl assificat ion numbering systems (e .g., SIC, HTS, SITC)
37. Review packa ging, p acking, and labeling requi rements
38. Secure foreign country/go vernment approvals (pr oduct, safety, environmental,

and quality standards)
39. Protect intellectual property rights
40. Identify "what you are se lling"
41. Develop foreign repair and service system (warranty, repair, spare parts

policies)
42. Evaluate and select product sourcing strategies
43. Determine product life cycle strategy of the pr oduct in each market
 
 Distribution Skills

44. Evaluate and select appropriate foreign market entry alternatives
45. Assess and select appropriate internat ional transportation alternatives

(especially where there are no exist ing routes)
46. Evaluate and select a freight forwarder
47. Develop just-in-time/kanban inventory systems
48. Evaluate environmental factors/geography affecting physical distribution
49. Deal with fore ign customs bro kers/clear ing agents
50. Effectively obtain export licenses
51. Assess appropriateness of joint ventu res and strategic a lliances
52. Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign distributors/agents/EMC/ETC
53. Select, recruit, compensate, train and manage an international sales force
54. Balance between distribution efficiency and distribution effectiveness
 
 Promotion Skills

55. Evaluate and select appropriate direct mail company
56. Evaluate and select appropriate promotional mix
57. Evaluate and select appropriate international advertising agency
58. Evaluate and select appropriate telemarket ing organization
59. Evaluate and select appropriate public/go vernmental relat ions specialists
60. Evaluate and select appropriate internet market ing service providers
61. Identify and abide by legal issues relative to foreign promotion
62. Evaluate and select appropriate communication channels (internationally)
63. Develop promotional/p resentat ion materials/product lit erature
64. Appropriately utilize U.S. State and Fed eral export promot ion prog rams
65. Use trade s hows (do mestic and internat ional) to promote international trade
66. Explore other promotional alternati ves that may be characteristic of given

country
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Table 3.  Expert Panel Importance Ratings of International Marketing Skills

Skills
Innerquartile

Range
Importance

Rating Means
Round 2 Round 3 Round 2 Round 3

Planning and Operational Skills

  1. Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of your
international marketing activities

6-8 6-8 7 7

  2. Write and implement an international marketing
plan

6-7 6-7 6 7

  3. Assess foreign market size and potential 6-8 7-8 7 7
  4. Conduct a global competitive analysis 4-7 5-6 5 5
  5. Utilize electronic/library information sources and

computer applications
6-7 6-7 6 6

  6. Develop insights concerning foreign customer
buying/technical decision-making behaviors

6-7 6-7 7 7

  7. Assess international marketing training needs 5-7 5-6 6 5
  8. Adapt to foreign business practices, cultural

differences, and protocol
7-8 7-8 7 8

  9. Communicate clearly with others when English is
not their first language

7-8 7-8 7 7

10. Speak a foreign language  5-6  5-6  5  5
11. Analyze market share within specific foreign

territories
 5-6  5-6  5  5

12. Assess foreign market legal environment
implications

 6-7  6-7  6  6

13. Analyze import/export government regulations
(costs/risks)

 6-7  7  7  7

14. Segment international markets  5-7  5-6  6  6
15. Distinguish between global and multinational

marketing strategies
 3-6  3-6  4  5

16. React to market opportunities quicker than
competitors

 6-7  6-7  6  6

17. Plan overseas market visits/tours/itineraries  6-7  6-7  6  6
18. Analyze key facts regarding

political/economic/historic/cultural trends of a
country

 6-7  6-7  6  6

19. Develop profit repatriation plans  5-6  5-6  5  5
20. Analyze human resources tasks and design

appropriate organizational structure
 5-6  5-6  5  5

 
 Pricing Skills

 

21. Evaluate and select international pricing strategies  7-8  7-8  7  7
22. Forecast profit contributions and revenue related to

international markets
 5-7  6-7  6  6

23. Evaluate and select appropriate international
payment methods (TT, L/C, D/A, D/P, Open
Account, Countertrade, Offset)

7-8 7-8 7 7
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Table 3—Continued

Skills
Innerquartile

Range
Importance

Rating Means
Round 2 Round 3 Round 2 Round 3

24. Evaluate and select appropriate trade financing
programs (EXIM, SBA, CEFO, credit insurance)

 6  6  6  6

25. Develop international quotations using a variety of
INCOTERMS and foreign currencies

 6-7  6-7  6  6

26. Understand differences between full cost and
incremental cost

 6-7  6-7  6  6

27. Analyze and manage "gray market" activity  4-6  5-6  5  5
28. Utilize the most effective transfer pricing practices  5-7  5-7  6  6
29. Negotiate effectively in a multicultural setting  7-8  7-8  7  7
30. Determine costs associated with overseas customs

duties and regulations
 6-7  6-7  6  7

31. Assess U.S. and foreign tax incentives (e.g.,
foreign sales corporations)

 4-6  5-6  6  5

32. Identify and adjust for customer service costs  6-7  6-7  6  6
 Product Skills  

33. Assess suitability of your product to foreign
markets

 8  8  8  8

34. Determine appropriateness of product adaptation
versus standardization (e.g., use local language on
product packaging)

 7-8  7-8  7  7

35. Analyze local brands and devise international
branding strategies

 6  6  6  6

36. Review various classification numbering systems
(e.g., SIC, HTS, SITC)

 4-6  5-6  5  5

37. Review packaging, packing, and labeling
requirements

 7-8  7  7  7

38. Secure foreign country/government approvals
(product, safety, environmental, and quality
standards)

 7-8  7-8  7  7

39. Protect intellectual property rights  6-7  6-7  6  6
40. Identify "what you are selling"  7-8  7-8  7  7
41. Develop foreign repair and service system

(warranty, repair, spare parts policies)
 6-7  6-7  6  6

42. Evaluate and select product sourcing strategies  6-7  6-7  6  6
43. Determine product life cycle strategy of the product

in each market
 5-6  5-6  6  6

 
 Distribution Skills

 

44. Evaluate and select appropriate foreign market
entry alternatives

 7-8  7-8  7  7

45. Assess and select appropriate international
transportation alternatives (especially where there
are no existing routes)

 6-7  6-7  6  6

46. Evaluate and select a freight forwarder 6-7 6-7 6 6
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Table 3—Continued

Skills
Innerquartile

Range
Importance

Rating Means
Round 2 Round 3 Round 2 Round 3

47. Develop just-in-time/kanban inventory systems  5-6  5-6  5  5
48. Evaluate environmental factors/geography

affecting physical distribution
 5-7  5-6  6  6

49. Deal with foreign customs brokers/clearing agents  4-6  4-6  5  5
50. Effectively obtain export licenses  6-7  6-7  6  6
51. Assess appropriateness of joint ventures and

strategic alliances
 5-6  5-6  5  5

52. Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign
distributors/agents/EMC/ETC

 7-8  7-8  7  7

53. Select, recruit, compensate, train, and manage an
international sales force

 7-8  7-8  7  7

54. Balance between distribution efficiency and
distribution effectiveness

 6-7  6-7  6  6

 
 Promotion Skills

 

55. Evaluate and select appropriate direct mail
company

 4-6  4-6  5  5

56. Evaluate and select appropriate promotional mix  6-8  6-8  7  7
57. Evaluate and select appropriate international

advertising agency
 5-6  5-6  5  5

58. Evaluate and select appropriate telemarketing
organization

 3-5  3-5  4  4

59. Evaluate and select appropriate
public/governmental relations specialists

 4-6  4-5  5  5

60. Evaluate and select appropriate internet marketing
service providers

 4-6  4-6  5  5

61. Identify and abide by legal issues relative to
foreign promotion

 7-8  7  7  7

62. Evaluate and select appropriate communication
channels (internationally)

 6-8  6-8  7  7

63. Develop promotional/presentation
materials/product literature

 7-8  7-8  7  7

64. Appropriately utilize U.S. State and Federal export
promotion programs

 6-7  6-7  6  6

65. Use trade shows (domestic and international) to
promote international trade

 6-8  6-8  7  7

66. Explore other promotional alternatives that may be
characteristic of given country

6-7 6-7 7 7

Note:  N=28; (1="not important" through 8="very important").
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identified.  Ratings were collected across an eight-point Likert scale where 1 =

"not important," and 8 = "very important."  The results are presented in table 3,

with importance ratings rounded to the nearest whole number.

Delphi third-round importance rating means, collected across an eight-

point Likert scale where 1 = "not important" and 8 = "very important," indicated

that, of the sixty-six skills, two skills or 3 percent were rated 8, twenty-three skills

or 35 percent were rated 7, twenty-three skills or 35 percent were rated 6,

seventeen skills or 26 percent were rated 5, and one skill or 1 percent was rated

4 (see table 3).

Skills rated by the expert panel as being the ten most and ten least

important are detailed in table 4.  Whether or not consensus was reached by the

expert panel is noted.  Consensus was considered to have been reached if the

innerquartile range difference for round three was zero or one (see table 3).

Please note that the original skill numbers are used, as in table 2.

Of the sixty-six skills, the ten rated as having the highest importance were

evenly spread among planning and operational skills (three), pricing skills (two),

product skills (two), distribution skills (two), and promotion skills (one).

Consensus was achieved relative to all ten of the skills rated as having the

highest importance.  The ten skills rated as having the lowest importance were

concentrated in the categories of promotional skills (four), and planning and

operational skills (three).  Consensus was achieved on only five of the ten skills
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rated as having the lowest importance.  The category of promotional skills

contained one of the top ten and four of the bottom ten importance ratings.

Table 4.  Most and Least Important International Marketing Skills

Mean Consensus
Skill

Category

Skills With Highest Importance Ratings

33.  Assess suitability of your product to foreign markets 8 Yes R
  8.  Adapt to foreign business practices, cultural

differences, and protocol
8 Yes O

29.  Negotiate effectively in a multicultural setting 7 Yes P
52.  Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign

distributors/agents/EMC/ETC
7 Yes D

  9.  Communicate clearly with others when English is not
their first language

7 Yes O

63.  Develop promotional/presentation materials/product
literature

7 Yes M

34.  Determine appropriateness of product adaptation
versus standardization (e.g., use local language on
product packaging)

7 Yes R

  3.  Assess foreign market size and potential 7 Yes O
44.  Evaluate and select appropriate foreign market entry

alternatives
7 Yes D

21.  Evaluate and select international pricing strategies 7 Yes P

Skills With Lowest Importance Ratings

19.  Develop profit repatriation plans 5 Yes O
10.  Speak a foreign language 5 Yes O
49.  Deal with foreign customs brokers/clearing agents 5 No D
47.  Develop just-in-time/kanban inventory systems 5 Yes D
59.  Evaluate and select appropriate public/governmental

relations specialists
5 Yes M

36.  Review various classification numbering systems
(e.g., SIC, HTS, SITC)

5 Yes R

60.  Evaluate and select appropriate internet marketing
service providers

5 No M

15.  Distinguish between global and multinational
marketing strategies

5 No O

55.  Evaluate and select appropriate direct mail company 5 No M
58.  Evaluate and select appropriate telemarketing

organization
4 No M

Note:  N=28;  O=Planning and Operational Skills; P=Pricing Skills; R=Product Skills;
D=Distribution Skills; M=Promotion Skills.
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Delphi third-round innerquartile range data indicated that, of the sixty-six

skills identified as being necessary for effective international marketing, six skills

or 9 percent had an innerquartile range difference of zero; fifty skills or 76

percent had an innerquartile range difference of one; nine skills or 14 percent

had an innerquartile range difference of two; and one skill or 1 percent had an

innerquartile range difference of three.

Expanding comparisons of Delphi round two innerquartile ranges with

Delphi round three innerquartile ranges revealed that movement toward

consensus was achieved.  Comparisons are illustrated in table 5.

Table 5.  Comparisons of Delphi Round Two and Round Three Innerquartile

Range Differences

Innerquartile
Range
Differences

Round
2

(N) %

Round
3

(N) %

Difference
between round 2
and round 3 (N)

Percentage
Point

Change

Zero   3     5     6     9 +3 +  4
One 43   65   50   76 +7 +11
Two 18   28     9   14 - 9 - 14
Three   2     2     1     1 - 1 - 1

Total 66 100   66 100

Innerquartile range differences relate to the degree of consensus, and

measure central tendencies of importance ratings for each individual skill.

Round two of the Delphi survey resulted in having forty-six skills or 70 percent

with narrow innerquartile ranges of zero or one, whereas round three resulted in
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a much higher fifty-six skills or 85 percent.  Narrow innerquartile ranges or

central tendencies indicating high degrees of consensus were increased by 15

percentage points from round two to round three.

Round two of the Delphi survey resulted in twenty skills or 30 percent with

wider innerquartile ranges of two or three, whereas round three resulted in ten

skills or 15 percent.  Wide innerquartile ranges or central tendencies indicating

lower degrees of consensus were cut in half from round two to round three.  A

higher degree of consensus for importance ratings was achieved during round

three of the Delphi survey when compared to round two of the Delphi survey.

Possession of Skills

Active international marketing practitioners were surveyed regarding the

degree that employees possessed the identified skills.  Degree of possession

ratings were collected across an eight-point Likert scale, where 1 = "do not

possess" and 8 = "strongly possess."  The results of the survey are presented in

table 6.

Ratings were collected across an eight-point Likert scale, where 1 = "do

not possess," and 8 = "strongly possess," regarding the degree to which

companies perceived that employees possessed each of the sixty-six skills.  Of

these ratings, three skills or 5 percent were rated seven; twelve skills or

18 percent were rated six; thirty skills or 46 percent were rated five; twenty skills

or 30 percent were rated four; and one skill or 1 percent was rated three.
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Table 6.  Practitioner Ratings of Degree of Skill Possession by Employees

Skills
Possession

Rating

Planning and Op erat ional Skills

  1.  Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of your international
marketing activities

5

  2.  Write and implement an international marketing plan 4
  3.  Assess foreign market size and potential 5
  4.  Conduct a global competitive analysis 4
  5.  Utilize electronic/library information sources and computer

applications
5

  6.  Develop insights concerning foreign customer buying/technical
decision-making behaviors

5

  7.  Assess international marketing training needs 4
  8.  Adapt to foreign business practices, cultural differences, and

protocol
5

  9.  Communicate clearly with others when English is not their first
language

5

10. Speak a foreign language  5
11. Analyze market share within specific foreign territories  4
12. Assess foreign market legal environment implications  4
13. Analyze import/export government regulations (costs/risks)  5
14. Segment international markets  4
15. Distinguish between global and multinational marketing strategies  4
16. React to market opportunities quicker than competitors  5
17. Plan overseas market visits/tours/itineraries  6
18. Analyze key facts regarding political/economic/historic/cultural

trends of a country
 5

19. Develop profit repatriation plans  4
20. Analyze human resources tasks and design appropriate

organizational structure
 4

 
 
 Pricing Skills

21. Evaluate and select international pricing strategies  6
22. Forecast profit contributions and revenue related to international

markets
 5

23. Evaluate and select appropriate international payment methods (TT,
L/C, D/A, D/P, Open Account, Countertrade, Offset)

 7

24. Evaluate and select appropriate trade financing programs (EXIM,
SBA, CEFO, credit insurance)

 5

25. Develop international quotations using a variety of INCOTERMS
and foreign currencies

 4

26. Understand differences between full cost and incremental cost  5
27. Analyze and manage "gray market" activity  4
28. Utilize the most effective transfer pricing practices  5
29. Negotiate effectively in a multicultural setting  6
30. Determine costs associated with overseas customs duties and

regulations
6
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Table 6—Continued

Skills
Possession

Rating
31. Assess U.S. and foreign tax incentives (e.g., foreign sales

corporations)
 5

32. Identify and adjust for customer service costs  6
 
 Product Skills

 

33. Assess suitability of your product to foreign markets  6
34. Determine appropriateness of product adaptation versus

standardization (e.g., use local language on product packaging)
 6

35. Analyze local brands and devise international branding strategies  5
36. Review various classification numbering systems (e.g., SIC, HTS,

SITC)
 4

37. Review packaging, packing, and labeling  requirements  6
38. Secure foreign country/government approvals (product, safety,

environmental, and quality standards)
 5

39. Protect intellectual property rights  5
40. Identify "what you are selling"  7
41. Develop foreign repair and service system (warranty, repair, spare

parts policies)
 5

42. Evaluate and select product sourcing strategies  5
43. Determine product life cycle strategy of the product in each market  5
 
 Distribution Skills

 

44. Evaluate and select appropriate foreign market entry alternatives  5
45. Assess and select appropriate international transportation

alternatives (especially where there are no existing routes)
 5

46. Evaluate and select a freight forwarder  7
47. Develop just-in-time/kanban inventory systems  4
48. Evaluate environmental factors/geography affecting physical

distribution
 5

49. Deal with foreign customs brokers/clearing agents  6
50. Effectively obtain export licenses  6
51. Assess appropriateness of joint ventures and strategic alliances  5
52. Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign

distributors/agents/EMC/ETC
 6

53. Select, recruit, compensate, train, and manage an international
sales force

 5

54. Balance between distribution efficiency and distribution
effectiveness

 5

 
 Promotion Skills

 

55. Evaluate and select appropriate direct mail company  4
56. Evaluate and select appropriate promotional mix  4
57. Evaluate and select appropriate international advertising agency  4
58. Evaluate and select appropriate telemarketing organization  3
59. Evaluate and select appropriate public/governmental relations

specialists
 4
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Skills
Possession

Rating
60. Evaluate and select appropriate internet marketing service providers 4
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Table 6—Continued

Skills
Possession

Rating

61. Identify and abide by legal issues relative to foreign promotion  5
62. Evaluate and select appropriate communication channels

(internationally)
 6

63. Develop promotional/presentation materials/product literature  5
64. Appropriately utilize U.S. State and Federal export promotion

programs
 4

65. Use trade shows (domestic and international) to promote
international trade

 5

66. Explore other promotional alternatives that may be characteristic of
given country

4

Note:  N=43; (1="do not possess" and 8="strongly possess").

Skills rated as having the ten highest and ten lowest degrees of

possession are detailed in table 7.  Please note that the original skill numbers

are used, as in table 2.

Of the sixty-six skills, the ten rated as having the highest degrees of

possession were concentrated in the categories of pricing skills (three), product

skills (three), and distribution skills (three).  The ten rated as having the lowest

degrees of possession were concentrated in the categories of promotional skills

(five) and planning and operational skills (three).  The category of promotional

skills contained none of the ten skills rated as having the highest degrees of

possession, yet contained five of the ten skills rated as having the lowest

degrees of possession.
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Table 7.  International Marketing Skills Most and Least Possessed by Employees

Skill
Possession

Rating
Skill

Category

Highest Possess ion Ratings

23.  Evaluate and select appropriate international payment
methods (TT, L/C, D/A, D/P, Open Account, Countertrade,
Offset)

7 P

40.  Identify "what you are selling" 7 R
46.  Evaluate and select a freight forwarder 7 D
33.  Assess suitability of your product to foreign markets 6 R
30.  Determine costs associated with overseas customs duties

and regulations
6 P

17.  Plan overseas market visits/tours/itineraries 6 O
52.  Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign

distributors/agents/EMC/ETC
6 D

21.  Evaluate and select international pricing strategies 6 P
37.  Review packaging, packing, and labeling  requirements 6 R
50.  Effectively obtain export licenses 6 D

Lowest Possess ion Ratings

64.  Appropriately utilize U.S. State and Federal export
promotion programs

4 M

36.  Review various classification numbering systems (e.g.,
SIC, HTS, SITC)

4 R

  7.  Assess international marketing training needs 4 O
12.  Assess foreign market legal environment implications 4 O
  4.  Conduct a global competitive analysis 4 O
66.  Explore other promotional alternatives that may be

characteristic of given country
4 M

57.  Evaluate and select appropriate international advertising
agency

4 M

27.  Analyze and manage "gray market" activity 4 P
59.  Evaluate and select appropriate public/governmental

relations specialists
4 M

58.  Evaluate and select appropriate telemarketing organization 3 M

Note:  N=43;  O=Planning and Operational Skills; P=Pricing Skills; R=Product Skills;
D=Distribution Skills; M=Promotion Skills.

Training Gap

The last research question dealt with the identification of the extent of gap

between the skills employees in exporting companies have and the skills

identified by a panel of experts as necessary to be effective in international
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marketing.  Data collected from the expert panel, which attached levels of

importance to each skill, were compared across data collected from

practitioners, which assessed the degree to which employees possessed these

skills.  The priority matrix structuring device (Harvey, Bearley, and Corkrum

1995) most logically displayed these data in a way that allowed topical areas for

training programs to be prioritized.  The priority matrix is illustrated in figure 2.

Degree of Possession
Low
1-3

Medium
4-6

High
7-8

High
7-8

1

Areas of High
Training Need

2 4

Degree of
Importance

Medium
4-6

3 5 7

Low
1-3

6 8 9

Note:  Ratings of 1-3 = "Low," 4-6 = "Medium," and 7-8 = "High".

Figure 2.  Priority Matrix Displaying Degree of Possession Across Degree of Importance to
Reveal Areas of High Training Need (shaded).

The priority matrix arranged the skills according to perceived levels of

importance and compared them to perceived levels of possession.  Ratings of
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seven or eight were considered to be "high"; ratings of four, five, or six were

considered to be "medium"; ratings of one, two, or three were considered to be

"low."  The three shaded matrix cells (figure 2) concentrated on skills with the six

lowest (on a scale of eight) possession ratings, and the five highest (on a scale

of eight) importance ratings.  These intervals were set with a natural weighting

on low possession.  The discussion related to table 3 pointed out that 73 percent

of the sixty-six skills were rated six or above on an eight-point Likert scale.  A

limitation on the skills considered to be highly important, to those rated seven or

eight on the eight-point Likert scale, allows this discussion to be focused on the

38 percent of skills with the greatest importance.  Skills were prioritized for

training programs based on matrix results.  Training priorities were established

based on the following comparisons: low possession and high importance

(priority 1), medium possession and high importance (priority 2), low possession

and medium importance (priority 3), high possession and high importance

(priority 4), medium possession and medium importance (priority 5), low

possession and low importance (priority 6), high possession and medium

importance (priority 7), medium possession and low importance (priority 8), and

finally high possession and low importance (priority 9).  The placement of

individual skills (numbered as in table 2) within the priority matrix cell locations

are detailed in figure 3.
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As illustrated in figure 3, no skills were placed in cell one of the priority

matrix, twenty-three were placed in cell two, one was placed in cell three, two

were placed in cell four, thirty-nine were placed in cell five, none were placed in

cell six, one was placed in cell seven, and none were placed in cells eight or

nine.

Degree of Possession
Low
1-3

Medium
4-6

High
7-8

High
7-8

1 2

1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 21,
29, 30, 33, 34, 37, 38,
44, 52, 53, 56, 61, 62,
63, 65, 66

4

23, 40

Degree of
Importance

Medium
4-6

3

58

5

4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
31, 32, 35, 36, 39, 41,
42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 54, 55, 57, 59,
60, 64

7

46

Low
1-3

6 8 9

Figure 3.  Skills Placed Within Priority Matrix Cells
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Prioritization of skills placed within priority matrix cell locations was

accomplished by computing training priority totals (TPT) for each skill.  Skills

were assigned a possession value (PV) based on the rank order of their

possession rating in descending order.  Higher possession values were placed

on skills with lower degrees of possession.  Skills were also assigned an

importance value (IV) based on the rank order of their importance rating in

ascending order.  Higher importance values were placed on skills with higher

degrees of importance.  Training priority totals (TPT) were computed by

summing possession values and importance values.  The training priority total

(TPT) allowed further prioritization within priority matrix cells.  The results are

presented in table 8.  Please note that the original skill numbers are used, as in

table 2, but they appear in order of training priority totals (TPT) within priority

matrix cell location.

Training priority totals indicated that the top ten training priorities

concentrated on the categories of planning and operations skills (four of the top

ten) and promotional skills (three of the top ten).  Training priority totals also

indicated that the ten skills with the lowest training priorities were concentrated

in the category of distribution skills (five of the bottom ten).

No skills fell into cell one of the priority matrix; however, twenty-three

skills fell into cell 2 of the priority matrix, and are detailed in table 9.  Please note

that the original skill numbers are used, as in table 2.
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Table 8.  Training Priority Totals Computed by Summing Possession Values and
Importance Values

Skill PM PR PV IR IV TPT

66.  Explore other promotional alternatives that
may be characteristic of given country

2 3.7 62.5 6.6 44.5 107

61.  Identify and abide by legal issues relative
to foreign promotion

2 4.5 45 7.0 55.5 100.5

  3.  Assess foreign market size and potential 2 4.7 40 7.1 58.5   98.5
56.  Evaluate and select appropriate

promotional mix
2 4.3 50 6.8 48   98

  2.  Write and implement an international
marketing plan

2 4.2 53 6.5 42.5   95.5

44.  Evaluate and select appropriate foreign
market entry alternatives

2 4.9 36.5 7.1 58.5   95

53.  Select, recruit, compensate, train, and
manage an international sales force

2 4.7 40 6.9 52   92

  8.  Adapt to foreign business practices,
cultural differences, and protocol

2 5.2 27 7.5 65   92

13.  Analyze import/export government
regulations (costs/risks)

2 4.6 43 6.6 44.5   87.5

38.  Secure foreign country/government
approvals (product, safety, environmental,
and quality standards)

2 5.1 30 7.0 55.5   85.5

63.  Develop promotional/presentation
materials/product literature

2 5.3 22 7.3 61.5   83.5

  9.  Communicate clearly with others when
English is not their first language

2 5.4 17 7.3 61.5   78.5

  1.  Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of your international marketing activities

2 5.1 30 6.8 48   78

29.  Negotiate effectively in a multicultural
setting

2 5.6 12.5 7.4 63.5   76

34.  Determine appropriateness of product
adaptation versus standardization (e.g.,
use local language on product packaging)

2 5.6 12.5 7.2 60   72.5

52.  Identify, evaluate, qualify and select
foreign distributors/agents/EMC/ETC

2 5.8   7 7.4 63.5   70.5

  6.  Develop insights concerning foreign
customer buying/technical decision-
making behaviors

2 5.3 22 6.8 48   70

33.  Assess suitability of your product to
foreign markets

2 6.3   4 7.7 66   70

65.  Use trade shows (domestic and
international) to promote international
trade

2 5.4 17 6.8 48   65

21.  Evaluate and select international pricing
strategies

2 5.7   9 7.0 55.5   64.5

62.  Evaluate and select appropriate
communication channels (internationally)

2 5.5 15 6.8 48   63

37.  Review packaging, packing, and labeling
requirements

2 5.7   9 6.9 52   61
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Table 8—Continued

Skill PM PR PV IR IV TPT

30.  Determine costs associated with overseas
customs duties and regulations

2 6.1   5 6.5 42.5   47.5

58.  Evaluate and select appropriate
telemarketing organization

3 2.8 66 3.5   1   67

23.  Evaluate and select appropriate
international payment methods (TT, L/C,
D/A, D/P, Open Account, Countertrade,
Offset)

4 6.6   2 7.0 55.5   57.5

40.  Identify "what you are selling" 4 6.6   2 6.9 52   54
12.  Assess foreign market legal environment

implications
5 3.8 60.5 6.2 35   95.5

64.  Appropriately utilize U.S. State and
Federal export promotion programs

5 3.9 58 6.2 35   93

25.  Develop international quotations using a
variety of INCOTERMS and foreign
currencies

5 4.3 50 6.1 31.5   81.5

27.  Analyze and manage "gray market"
activity

5 3.6 64 5.2 12   76

  7.  Assess international marketing training
needs

5 3.9 58 5.4 17   75

57.  Evaluate and select appropriate
international advertising agency

5 3.7 62.5 5.2 12   74.5

  5.  Utilize electronic/library information
sources and computer applications

5 4.6 43 6.1 31.5   74.5

14.  Segment international markets 5 4.2 53 5.6 20   73
  4.  Conduct a global competitive analysis 5 3.8 60.5 5.2 12   72.5
59.  Evaluate and select appropriate

public/governmental relations specialists
5 3.5 65 4.8   6   71

18.  Analyze key facts regarding
political/economic/historic/cultural trends
of a country

5 4.6 43 6.0 28   71

16.  React to market opportunities quicker than
competitors

5 5.0 33.5 6.3 37.5   71

54.  Balance between distribution efficiency
and distribution effectiveness

5 4.8 38 6.1 31.5   69.5

24.  Evaluate and select appropriate trade
financing programs (EXIM, SBA, CEFO,
credit insurance)

5 4.7 40 6.0 28   68

39.  Protect intellectual property rights 5 5.2 27 6.4 40   67
20.  Analyze human resources tasks and

design appropriate organizational structure
5 4.4 47 5.5 18   65

36.  Review various classification numbering
systems (e.g., SIC, HTS, SITC)

5 3.9 58 4.7   5   63

19.  Develop profit repatriation plans 5 4.2 53 5.1 10   63
11.  Analyze market share within specific

foreign territories
5 4.4 47 5.3 15   62
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Table 8—Continued

Skill PM PR PV IR IV TPT

41.  Develop foreign repair and service system
(warranty, repair, spare parts policies)

5 5.3 22 6.4 40   62

26.  Understand differences between full cost
and incremental cost

5 5.3 22 6.3 37.5   59.5

60.  Evaluate and select appropriate internet
marketing service providers

5 4.1 55 4.6   4   59

55.  Evaluate and select appropriate direct
mail company

5 4.0 56 4.5 2.5   58.5

35.  Analyze local brands and devise
international branding strategies

5 5.0 33.5 5.9 24.5   58

43.  Determine product life cycle strategy of
the product in each market

5 4.9 36.6 5.6 20   56.5

47.  Develop just-in-time/kanban inventory
systems

5 4.4 47 4.9   7   54

28.  Utilize the most effective transfer pricing
practices

5 5.0 33.5 5.6 20   53.5

22.  Forecast profit contributions and revenue
related to international markets

5 5.3 22 6.1 31.5   53.5

15.  Distinguish between global and
multinational marketing strategies

5 4.3 50 4.5   2.5   52.5

51.  Assess appropriateness of joint ventures
and strategic alliances

5 5.0 33.5 5.3 15   48.5

32.  Identify and adjust for customer service
costs

5 5.6 12.5 6.2 35   47.5

42.  Evaluate and select product sourcing
strategies

5 5.3 22 5.9 24.5   46.5

45.  Assess and select appropriate
international transportation alternatives
(especially where there are no existing
routes)

5 5.3 22 5.9 24.5   46.5

17.  Plan overseas market
visits/tours/itineraries

5 6.0   6 6.4 40   46

31.  Assess U.S. and foreign tax incentives
(e.g., foreign sales corporations)

5 5.1 30 5.3 15   45

48.  Evaluate environmental factors/geography
affecting physical distribution

5 5.4 17 5.7 22   39

50.  Effectively obtain export licenses 5 5.7   9 6.0 28   37
10.  Speak a foreign language 5 5.2 27 5.0   8.5   35.5
49.  Deal with foreign customs brokers/clearing

agents
5 5.6 12.5 5.0   8.5   21

46.  Evaluate and select a freight forwarder 7 6.6   2 5.9 24.5   26.5

Note:  PM=Priority Matrix cell location; PR=Possession Rating (based on eight-point Likert
scale); PV=Possession Value (based on degrees in descending order); IR=Importance Rating
(based on eight-point Likert scale); IV=Importance Value (based on degrees in ascending order);
TPT=Training priority total (based on PV + IV).
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Table 9.  Skills Which Fell Into Priority Matrix Cell Two
(Medium Possession and High Importance)

Skill Placed in Cell Two
Skill

Category TPT

66.  Explore other promotional alternatives that may be
characteristic of given country

Promotion 107

61.  Identify and abide by legal issues relative to foreign
promotion

Promotion 100.5

  3.  Assess foreign market size and potential Planning &
operational   98.5

56.  Evaluate and select appropriate promotional mix Promotion   98
  2.  Write and implement an international marketing plan Planning &

operational   95.5
44.  Evaluate and select appropriate foreign market entry

alternatives
Distribution   95

53.  Select, recruit, compensate, train, and manage an
international sales force

Distribution   92

  8.  Adapt to foreign business practices, cultural differences, and
protocol

Planning &
operational   92

13.  Analyze import/export government regulations (costs/risks) Planning &
operational   87.5

38.  Secure foreign country/government approvals (product,
safety, environmental, and quality standards)

Product   85.5

63.  Develop promotional/presentation materials/product
literature

Promotion   83.5

  9.  Communicate clearly with others when English is not their
first language

Planning &
operational   78.5

  1.  Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of your
international marketing activities

Planning &
operational   78

29.  Negotiate effectively in a multicultural setting Pricing   76
34.  Determine appropriateness of product adaptation versus

standardization (e.g., use local language on product
packaging)

Product   72.5

52.  Identify, evaluate, qualify and select foreign
distributors/agents/EMC/ETC

Distribution   70.5

  6.  Develop insights concerning foreign customer
buying/technical decision-making behaviors

Planning &
operational   70

33.  Assess suitability of your product to foreign markets Product   70
65.  Use trade shows (domestic and international) to promote

international trade
Promotion   65

21.  Evaluate and select international pricing strategies Pricing   64.5
62.  Evaluate and select appropriate communication channels

(internationally)
Promotion   63

37.  Review packaging, packing, and labeling  requirements Product   61
30.  Determine costs associated with overseas customs duties

and regulations
Pricing   47.5

Note:  TPT = Training Priority Total (Based on table 8).
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Of the twenty-three skills placed in priority matrix cell 2, seven came from

the category of planning and operational skills, and six came from the category

of promotion skills.  The remaining skills were somewhat evenly spread among

the categories of product (four skills), pricing (three) and distribution (three).

One skill fell into cell 3 of the priority matrix, and is detailed in table 10.

Please note that the original skill numbers are used, as in table 2.

Table 10.  Skill Which Fell Into Priority Matrix Cell Three
(Low Possession and Medium Importance)

Skill Placed in Cell Three
Skill

Category TPT

58.  Evaluate and select appropriate telemarketing organization Promotion 67

Note:  TPT = Training Priority Total (Based on table 8).

The only skill to be placed in training priority matrix cell three fell within

the category of promotion skills.  A total of twenty-four skills was placed into cell

1, 2, or 3 in the priority matrix; based on this analysis, these areas are

considered to be high training needs.


